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My name is Jia Yuan Goh, Senior Technical Product Manager at Equinix. Today we are talking about
the Install Base or the asset page that can be found in the Equinix Customer Portal. A user will only
be able to view this page if they have Install Base permissions assigned to them. Let me do a quick
walk through of how, as an administrator, you can assign the Install Base permission to the user.
Navigate through the Administration Tab and select the ‘User Management’ sub menu items.

Once the page loads, locate the user that you want to assign the permission to. Click on the
‘Ellipsis’ icon found on the far right column, and click on ‘Manage Permission.’
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After that page loads, locate the Install Base permissions card--click on it

The Install Base permission page is divided into two columns. The left column indicating the IBXs or the
IBX presence that you have with Equinix, and the right column indicating whether the permission has
been assigned or unassigned to the user. To assign the permission, simply check on the checkbox
corresponding to the IBX that you would like to assign the user the permissions to, and click on the
‘Submit’ button.

Once the save has been made, you will see a banner message giving you some feedback that the
changes has been saved. Now that is a quick overview of how you can assign the Install Base
permission to a particular user.
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Returning home, you can access the Install Base page by selecting the 'Operations' tab and clicking
on the ‘Install Base’ sub-menu item.

You will see a data grid of all the assets that you currently have with Equinix. Now in order to help
you quickly locate the asset or the Install the asset that you are looking for, we have provided
some high-level filtering functionalities. So you can filter by IBX, or by the location. So simply
check on any of the check boxes and this data grid will simply narrow down all the assets that can
be found in that particular IBX is selected.
So this will help you quickly narrow down the data grid to get the asset that you are looking for.
Now coming to this data grid it's it has several columns. So the first column ‘Serial Number,’
followed by ‘Account Number,’ by ‘Order Number,’ by ‘Product Type,’ by the IBX, or the cage, and
the installation date, as well as the product description.
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The Gear Icon allows you to hide or display the various columns that can be hidden or
unhidden.

For each particular asset that you have you will see that there is an arrow which really behaves
like an accordion. By clicking on the accordion, you will be able to find more detailed
information relating to the particular product.
Now in this example it's a power product. And you see you you'll be able to find the asset
number, where the where it's located, the status, and the serial number.
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Now if I were to open up, for example, a Cross Connect product you would see a different set of
details. Let me just make the accordion expand. So you will be able to see firstly, the same
information--well the account number, the location, the status, and the serial number. But for Cross
Connect you will be able to see the A-side information, as well as the Z-side information. And after
that, you will be able to find some more details. Such as the asset number and whether the building
meet me room extension is required.

I'll expand the Patch Panel product and give you an overview of the details. You can also view a
visual view of the Patch Panel by clicking on the ‘View Panel’ link found there.
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You can click on the ‘Print and Download’ function and it will print and download a PDF view of
this visual Patch Panel view.

Last but not least, at the top right of the page, you will see a ‘Generate Report’ link. Now
clicking on this Generate Report link will bring you to the generate Install Base Report page. And
the output of that functionality would be an Excel file where you can download from the Equinix
Customer Portal, and save you on to your local hard drive.

That concludes this demo. Thank you for watching.
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